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Asteroid Prophecy SOLLOG – Thee End
00:00
[Music]
The End is very near
00:11
Lost all you held dear you didn't
00:19
want to hear and now you ttremble with fear
00:24
This is SOLLOG the host of thee end
00:34
my side is SOLLOG .com that's Sol LG
00:39
.com and thee end is th e e two E's with
00:47
E and then end en D .com so there's
00:51
three E's in Thee End .commy academic work
00:55
you can find at doctor Sol Adoni
01:00
.com Sol Adoni .com
01:06
Ithis edition of thee end I'm going to
01:09
talk about asteroids in my book asteroid
01:15
which predicts an extinction level event
01:21
hitting the earth shortly after 2022 if
01:27
you don't know who I am I'm a
01:29
world-famous mystic or prophet more
01:33
accurate than the great Nostradamus my
01:38
prophecies were distributed online to
01:42
prove the accuracy of my work from 1995
01:47
to 2015 they involve almost 21 years worth
01:53
of prophetic writings from astral
01:57
visions
02:00
I've been investigated over the years by
02:03
almost every intelligence agency on the

02:06
planet for five years I was imprisoned
02:10
falsely because of my writings so to
02:14
silence my work the US government hid me
02:18
away in the bush years after 9/11 which
02:21
I had exact details of on numerous sites my
02:27
prophecies could be found at SOLLOG .com
02:30
Or Prophecies SOLLOG .com
02:35
once you understand the accuracy
02:39
of my work and prophecies putting exact
02:42
dates out there exact locations exact
02:46
cities exact events you can then all of
02:52
a sudden decide to take my asteroid
02:55
warning more seriously now when I first
02:58
started writing my prophecies in the
03:00
mid-1990s I would say in interviews
03:05
radio and website news sites that
03:11
basically most of mankind was gonna die
03:15
after 2020 so shortly after 2020 I
03:20
didn't give an exact date over the years
03:24
as many different types of problems
03:28
arose that many humans feared such as
03:31
y2k and then the may in 2012 I said
03:36
don't worry about these events the event
03:38
is after 2020 I then narrowed it down to
03:44
shortly after 2022 so for years I said

03:48
20 after 2020 then shortly after 2022
03:53
and within the last year and a half to
03:58
two years I've been fixated on a date
04:01
for various reasons as my website blog
04:05
explained how I picked that day
04:07
but the date that's connecting to this
04:10
vision I have of an asteroid collision
04:13
with earth being January 20th 2023 so
04:19
we're not far off from this event if the
04:23
date comes and goes and no asteroid
04:25
happens of course many people would say
04:27
oh so augs inaccurate Oh over 20 years
04:31
I've been very accurate and if that date
04:35
is a non-event and let's say it hits a
04:39
year later or 10 years later
04:42
sadly the people that said I was off
04:45
well I was off by a year attending 10
04:48
years but the event is coming people and
04:53
I'm doing my best to try to give you a
04:55
timeframe so you can be in what I call
04:59
safe zones what is a safe zone a safe
05:02
zone is a mountain area that I enough so
05:05
when tsunamis from a striking either the
05:10
Atlantic or Pacific Ocean hits the
05:14
thousands of feet high tsunami that such

05:18
a asteroid strike from a larger
05:20
asteroids Detroit would it would create
05:23
will not reach a very high mountain area
05:26
inland now the wave from a tsunami that
05:30
would kill all life all human life near
05:33
the shore it could travel easily 150 to
05:38
300 miles inland that's how high these
05:40
tsunamis would be if an asteroid impact
05:44
hit the ocean and it was large enough
05:46
and the history of mankind
05:49
is filled with stories of great floods
05:53
etc and most likely these events were
05:56
passed asteroid strikes I mean asteroids
05:59
are pretty common also recently I
06:02
released my work the Holocene extinction
06:07
which is a extinction event that we're
06:12
actually living in right now so
06:14
scientists realize that
06:17
at the end of the last ice age a lot of
06:19
animals started dying off way before we
06:25
had the Industrial Age with mass
06:26
pollution of carbon and automobiles and
06:28
everything else so an extinction level
06:32
event has been happening for almost
06:34
12,000 years now and it's tied to the

06:37
great cycle of the Milky Way that takes
06:40
250 million years to complete a orbit of
06:46
the Milky Way by the earth and its Sun
06:51
now might be that this area is more
06:53
prone for asteroid strikes might be this
06:59
area has different types of
07:02
gravitational effects on the core of the
07:04
planet so there's more earthquakes which
07:07
would create more volcanoes which would
07:09
change the density of the atmosphere and
07:13
destroy a lot of life if enough of
07:16
sulphur got into the atmosphere enough
07:20
of dust from volcanic volcanic dust
07:23
blocked out the Sun etc so we're on a
07:27
dynamic planet and extinction events
07:31
there's been six major events that's
07:36
happened since complex life formed on
07:40
earth about 550 million years ago now if
07:45
you're one of the scientific minds that
07:49
understand how much life has has gone
07:52
extinct in the past 12,000 years since
07:56
the last ice age you realize we're in
07:58
the Holocene or the hella senac
08:01
extinction we wrote a book on you go to
08:04
hollow sonic calm

08:05
hol OCE and icy calm and you'll see my
08:10
work on that my asteroid book is at
08:13
asteroid moby mo VIII
08:16
so that's asteroid mo bi for asteroid
08:21
Mobe and my prophesies are at either
08:25
solocom soo-ji
08:28
calm or prophesies solocom my academic
08:32
work is that solid Oni calm that's Sol a
08:35
deal and I calm I've written over a
08:38
hundred books I have a lot of scientific
08:43
theories out there in math and physics
08:45
and astrophysics you know I'm a big
08:50
thinker with this super high IQ so I'm
08:54
not someone that you should ignore okay
08:59
I'm very educated very intelligent
09:06
person who is warning humanity through a
09:10
series of prophecies I released over 20
09:13
years to show my accuracy level and it's
09:18
a small remnant of humans we'll go to
09:21
high ground now the big problem with
09:25
this asteroid strike is it hits the
09:28
ocean tsunamis we're gonna not only wash
09:32
away anything near the shore it's going
09:35
to take out hundreds of nuclear reactors
09:37
that are often positioned along the

09:40
shores so that's the big tragedy enough
09:47
of humans inland would survive be no big
09:50
deal
09:51
humanity would go on ok but it's these
09:55
nuclear reactors that there's over 500
09:58
now on the planet and over half of them
10:01
are along shorelines that are prone to
10:05
[Music]
10:06
tsunamis from asteroid strikes even
10:10
tsunamis from quakes the Fukushima event
10:14
in Japan you know I warned of that
10:16
before that event happened as it look
10:17
you're gonna see tsunami take out a
10:20
nuclear power plant I said watch the
10:22
date 1 1 3 and I explained 1 1 3 could
10:25
also be 3:11 March 11th so in my
10:28
prophecies you know I have the date the
10:31
location the event bang you know it hit
10:34
you put my work together and you can see
10:37
that that event was clearly for time
10:40
told by me and it's created havoc on the
10:45
Pacific Pacific Ocean I mean the way
10:51
it's killed off and mutated all kinds of
10:54
life in the Pacific Ocean and that's
10:57
just one meltdown from a tsunami now

11:03
imagine if we had 150 or 250
11:07
Fukushima's at once do you really think
11:11
any life on this planet would survive
11:13
that the radiation would eventually kill
11:16
off all life above a few types of
11:19
insects that might be able to survive
11:21
such radiation anything with lungs
11:25
that's you know got warm blood and isn't
11:30
an insect I don't think it's gonna
11:32
survive the radiation levels that you
11:37
know two or three hundred Fukushima's
11:40
would create so that's the problem
11:43
people the asteroid is tied to
11:47
catastrophic events with nuclear
11:50
reactors that are prone to tsunamis from
11:54
asteroid strikes and also quakes so we
11:58
only have a few years to really start
12:01
turning off these reactors and getting
12:03
the waste to higher ground where you
12:06
know the waste will not be impacted by
12:11
tsunamis so all of humanity now has a
12:14
huge chore ahead of it will humanity
12:19
start to work together and fix this I
12:21
seriously doubt with people the older I
12:24
get the less hope I have for Humanity

12:26
it's a sad truth but Humanity is heading
12:31
in the wrong direction I feel sorry for
12:36
the kids being born to that grow up with
12:39
all this technology that keeps them from
12:41
enjoying life outside meeting people
12:43
making friends I mean this social web
12:47
we've created with thus internet is just
12:51
dehumanizing
12:52
and it's turning people into vicious
12:55
online Psychopaths that just wanna
13:00
attack and bully and harass anyone was
13:05
trying to help humanity so read these
13:10
books go to these sites most of the
13:12
information is free all my prophecies
13:15
over the years were released free to use
13:17
that they all have time stamps anyone
13:20
with that IQ above you know 80 can see
13:23
the time stamps realize you can't
13:25
manipulate them restore it in u s-- net
13:27
which is you know network of all the
13:30
world's computers so you know you can't
13:33
fake timestamps and Uslan i mean it's
13:36
the most accurate way to document a date
13:40
of something is to put it into u s-- net
13:42
my prophecies were all put from 1995

13:46
till the beginning of 2016
13:48
into u s-- net so there's timestamps
13:51
people after 2010 my prophecies until
13:56
2016 we're all put in videos on youtube
14:00
as well the timestamps YouTube is owned
14:04
by Google no one can manipulate the
14:05
timestamps there so my work was done for
14:08
a reason people was to show you that I
14:12
know exact details of the future so I
14:18
know an asteroid strike is in the
14:21
imminent future it's happened many times
14:23
in the past I mean it's a pretty common
14:25
event the only difference is this time
14:28
we have nuclear reactors that could melt
14:31
down and create radiation that will
14:35
destroy all intelligent life on this
14:37
planet so that's the problem
14:40
little man humanity address it and start
14:44
turning off nuclear reactors well you
14:47
know ten years ago I formed grapa which
14:50
is the global renewable energy
14:52
production agreement and now some
14:55
politicians are starting to present
14:58
ideas that are compatible with krepo
15:02
like the young senator from New York

15:05
the female Alexandria Ocasio Cortez
15:10
her green deal it's very aligned to the
15:15
principles of grep not org when I put
15:18
out over a decade ago
15:20
so if enough of politicians started
15:27
getting on the electrical grids away
15:31
from nuclear reactors and putting the
15:35
waste in safe areas away from oceans and
15:40
earthquake prone faults humanity could
15:45
survive to some degree an asteroid
15:48
strike most of humanity would die in
15:51
such an event but it's the idea that
15:54
even if a fraction 0.1 percent one out
15:58
of a thousand humans could survive
16:00
because we clean up this nuclear mess
16:04
that is sitting there like a time bomb
16:07
waiting for tsunamis then there could be
16:10
a future but closer we get to 2023 the
16:16
more I believe there is no future on
16:19
this planet I mean futures all over the
16:22
universe universe is a huge place and
16:27
the more physics is starting to realize
16:32
that reality may very well be just an
16:36
illusion a holographic reality which is
16:39
what I said

16:40
you know in the mid-70s I was young
16:43
cater to think-tank i theorize six and
16:45
ten dimensional computer languages using
16:50
a cube bite and a decagon bite well man
16:53
hasn't invented the processors for what
16:55
I had in my head as a teenager but if we
16:59
ever did create cube bites and decagon
17:03
bites those machines would have six and
17:05
ten dimensional
17:08
realities within them so third
17:10
dimensional human past president of
17:14
future or 3d height width and depth
17:20
perception could exist easily inside the
17:23
6 or 10 dimensional processor so you
17:29
know the whole thing comes down to we
17:33
are now becoming very aware of things in
17:36
the universe that are rewriting the laws
17:41
of physics Newton Einstein Hawking you
17:45
know these people have all been proven
17:47
wrong recently when I released what's
17:50
known as theory II period or shows
17:54
Newton was wrong about mass attracting
17:57
mass mass of gas does not attract to the
18:02
huge mass of Earth it's a fact so that
18:06
alone proves Newton's universal law is

18:11
wrong Einstein's work it's just a simple
18:14
math rule and the whole thing is
18:17
Einstein didn't even create his famous
18:20
formula it was around for a few years
18:21
with other physicists that already had
18:24
put forth papers you know with the same
18:27
concept mass being energy so if you
18:31
really understand the math it all comes
18:33
down to it's a simple math loop it's
18:35
like a trick and it's actually pretty
18:38
funny that so many people fell for our
18:40
science joke all these years then we
18:45
have Hawking you know with his idea that
18:47
you know Hawking radiation
18:49
you know what black holes really are and
18:52
how they're devouring everything for no
18:55
such thing as a black hole what is being
18:59
called a black hole is actually a field
19:01
it's an anti electromagnetic field
19:05
that's at the center of almost every
19:10
universe II and what these are fields
19:14
that break down and recycle matter
19:17
energy back into two basic forms so
19:20
we've already witnessed being repelled
19:23
from then horizon of what we now call

19:28
black holes matter matter is being
19:31
repelled is the basic matter in the
19:34
universe protons so if protons don't get
19:37
sucked into a black hole well they're
19:40
being repelled
19:41
are they being repelled because more
19:43
complex matter that approaches a field
19:47
of the black hole is being broken down
19:51
and recycled into protons the energy
19:54
that approaches these black holes owns
19:56
is being recycled into plasma so we see
20:00
plasma being emitted from black hole
20:02
fields so theory is right and it
20:07
completely destroys Newton Einstein
20:09
Hawking and it validates a computer
20:14
universe theory holographic universe
20:16
theory my work holographic universe is
20:19
calm its holographic universe is plural
20:23
calm you know is basically a
20:27
presentation of what I their eyes din
20:30
the 70s our realities is just part of a
20:35
complex AI level computer
20:39
so we're sentient beings inside this
20:42
simulation and simulation is pointing to
20:46
hey you're in an area where you're very

20:50
likely to get a huge asteroid stroke
20:52
strike so now are you gonna fix your
20:56
nuclear reactors and survive or are you
20:58
gonna let all life go extinct that's
20:59
what the simulations about well humanity
21:02
rise to the level to save this planet
21:06
because if we have these nuclear
21:09
reactors and they all meltdown from
21:11
tsunamis from asteroids well forget
21:14
about it it's over nothing's gonna
21:15
survive oh yeah they'll be a few years
21:18
where life adjusts to high levels of
21:21
radiation but the radiation is gonna be
21:23
so intense that
21:27
reproductions in a stop and within a
21:31
generation or two intelligent life will
21:34
be God so early in my prophetic career I
21:40
used to talk about the safe zones and
21:43
the safe zones still exist but how long
21:46
they're gonna exist asked after an
21:48
asteroid strike well they're not gonna
21:50
exist very long if we don't clean up
21:53
this nuclear mess so that's the problem
21:55
even the safe zones there are only
21:57
temporary safe zones it's it's all these

22:01
nuclear reactors are gonna melt down and
22:04
that's what my message in this podcast
22:07
is about it's about look asteroid
22:11
strikes happen we can't have nuclear
22:14
reactors were tsunamis from an asteroid
22:17
tsunami I mean these asteroids create
22:22
thousands of feet highways they wash
22:25
ashore you know 150 to 300 miles inland
22:28
you could be on a mountain in the
22:30
Appalachians in North America and it
22:33
might still get washed over that's how
22:36
powerful these waves are you know the
22:39
oceans are deep so when a massive object
22:43
strikes an ocean at a high speed the the
22:48
wave is humongous and it ripples around
22:50
the world so you go to my side asteroid
22:56
Mobi read what I have to say watch the
22:59
videos download my book go start looking
23:04
at my prophecies and seeing how the
23:08
timestamps prove I put a lot of details
23:11
about the future out there my only hope
23:13
is maybe some of you get it and start
23:15
doing things to get these reactors
23:18
turned off so we can survive that's what
23:21
my message is about trying to get

23:23
humanity to get rid of nuclear
23:25
technology so
23:28
we are not destroyed by our own
23:32
technology which could affect all life
23:35
on this planet sites you need to go to
23:40
is salah calm sol OG my academic work is
23:44
that solid oni calm sol a deal and i
23:47
calm asteroid information is that
23:51
asteroid op mo v mo bi my holographic
23:57
universe work is at holographic
24:00
universes word universe plural universes
24:03
calm start researching people realize
24:09
that I'm very accurate at what I do and
24:14
I've suffered a lot at the hands of the
24:17
government they wanted to silence me
24:18
after 9/11 because exact details of that
24:21
tragedy were on my event well I also
24:24
nail locations of earthquakes and
24:26
hurricanes that everything else so I
24:29
have no connection to terrorists but
24:32
acts of God happened when and where I
24:34
say it's called the Prophet people and
24:38
in this day and age when humans are so
24:42
far away from their spiritual reality of
24:44
what they are and who they are you know

24:47
words like prophet you know most people
24:49
don't like so guess what most people
24:52
stay in areas that are gonna get washed
24:55
away my only hope is that the people
24:59
that are up in the high mountain areas
25:00
can survive because the nuclear reactors
25:03
were turned off you know Buddhism this
25:06
was called the age of Mapo cleanup time
25:09
Jojo the great Buddhist seer was
25:13
supposed to come oh when I woke up in
25:15
Buddhism you know over 30 years ago 35
25:19
years ago as a young man I awaken to the
25:23
name Jogyo fulfilling Buddhist Scripture
25:28
then I awaken 25 years ago as SOLLOG
25:32
fulfilling more prophecies so we're in a
25:37
prophetic simulation
25:39
and modern humans could care less about
25:42
profits they're lost in their miserable
25:46
lives taking drugs and pills and booze
25:50
and doing all kinds of sexual things to
25:57
lose their ability to do serious
26:04
contemplation about you know why is
26:07
intelligent life exists you know very
26:10
few people have deep thoughts on this
26:12
planet and that's what this planet was

26:14
created for it so that people could grow
26:16
a spiritual truth within them and
26:21
everyone's just here for a pleasure zone
26:23
it's the instinct gratification era
26:27
people just want instant happiness
26:32
instant approval
26:34
instant success instant whatever oh it's
26:39
all gonna be wiped out soon the
26:40
asteroids coming go to asteroid a movie
26:44
and try to spread this message in social
26:47
media this is SOLLOG S O L L O G .com and I'm
26:52
the host of thee end you can hear more of
26:54
my podcast at thee end com that's th EE
26:59
and then e ND so there's three e's in
27:03
thee end com this is SOLLOG and have a
27:07
great day
27:12
[Music]
27:23
The End is very near lost all you hold dear you
27:31
didn't want to hear now you tremble with
27:36
fear
27:38
[Music]

